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Abstract: The affect of a spur thin-rimmed gear structure upon tooth root stress has been analysed for a gear without web and with 
middle and offset web. To bring into line with the proposal of standard ISO, method B for tooth root stress calculation where the rim 
thickness factor is used for nominal stress correction of thin-rimmed gear, the ratio of tooth root stress for thin-rimmed and a solid gear, has 
been established based upon the 3D FEM calculations. Unlike for the case of standard ISO tooth root stress calculation, the obtained 
stresses have allowed the insight into the influence of actual gear structure on the tooth root stress, they have pointed to the differences 
between analytical 2D ISO  and 3D FEM approach, and have aimed the possibilities for tooth root stress minimisation. 
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1. Introduction 
The requirements that intensively have arisen during recent 

years for lightweight and compact size design of gears have put the 
emphasis on the necessity to understand and properly evaluate 
actual tooth root stress. A thin-rimmed gear of various structures 
has been therefore in the focus of investigation supported strongly 
by numerical and experimental methods of calculation that have 
always offered new, exciting possibilities of insight into complex 
strain and stress behaviour of gear. 

In this work the calculated highest values of maximum principal 
spur tooth root stress of thin-rimmed gear and a solid gear are 
related to be in with the rim thickness factor used in the standard 
ISO, method B [1] stress calculation procedure.  As ISO procedure 
is based on the 2D approach, the gears with thin rim connected to 
the hub by a web, are chosen for the investigation. The 3D FEM 
stress determination has been performed [2] for the gear structures 
without web and with middle and offset web, considering the rim 
and web thickness that contribute to the gear teeth foundation 
rigidity. 

For a spur gears the stresses were firstly computed by the 2D 
FEM [3, 4] and the formulae were drawn allowing a simple 
calculation of maximum tooth root stresses. Only in the case of 
asymmetric teeth the author [4] proposed 3D FEM gear model that 
has been used, with more or less modification, until nowadays. 

The loaded spur tooth root stress distribution and the effect of 
adjacent teeth of thin-rimmed gear was investigated using the 2D 
FEM [5] and the results pointed to the effect of rim deformation on 
the tooth root stresses. 

It was recognised that with the 2D gear models the actual tooth 
three-dimensionality and consequently the modification of stress 
distribution along the face width in the tooth root can’t be taken into 
consideration [6]. Based upon the 3D p-FEM approach and 
integrated spur pinion-wheel system, the actual stress field in a spur 
tooth root was proved to be more complicated in comparison with 
the one supposed by the 2D approach. 

The 3D FEM stress analysis of thin-rimmed gears with fan 
shape hole was performed in relation to the influence of both the 
rim thickness and the gear geometry [7]. The further investigations 
have embraced thin-rimmed gears with complex teeth foundation 
i.e. the thin rim connected to hub by the web. These investigations 
resulted by the insight into the effects of thin-rimmed gear geometry 
on the tooth root stresses. The first parameter of interest that   
influences   the variation of root stress has been the rim thickness 
expressed by backup ratio [8] i.e. the ratio of rim thickness and 
tooth height. 

The effects of rim thickness and the influence of web position 
were studied to clarify gear tooth root stress behaviour at the 
preliminary design stage [9, 10, 11]. The methods for the 
calculation have become more and more sophisticated, and the load 
has been not longer assumed concentrated or distributed along the 

face width; pinion-wheel systems have been modelled enabling the 
load distribution out coming from the deformation of complex thin-
rimmed teeth support. 

As the load on the gear wheel is applied through a contact zone 
by the pinion, the attention has been devoted to the modelling of 
contact in relation to the FEM grid size, regardless of the adopted 
2D [12] or 3D [13] approach. 

Based upon the 3D FEM models and experiments there were 
analysed the tooth root stresses and tooth deflections with the 
effects of rim and web thickness, face width, web distance in double 
web gears and mal distribution of loads along the face width [14, 
15]. The well-established models of thin-rimmed gears that 
included whole gear [16] enabled the investigation into stresses and 
deformations of thin-rimmed gear and the obtained results pointed 
to the stresses existing at the joint of rim and web as possible new 
critical area. 

2. Considerations of 3D FEM Stress Analysis 
The main difference between the tooth root calculation 

procedure of standard ISO, method B and the 3D FEM is the 
dimensionality of solved problem. For the plain strain condition 
adopted by the standard ISO actual gear structure can’t be taken 
into account. Even in the case of spur gear the influence of tooth 
face width and the variation of tooth root stress along the tooth face 
width are neglected. Another simplification is related to the 
assumption of fixed maximum tooth root stress location that is 
defined by the fillet tangent at 30° to the tooth centre line. This is in 
discrepancy with numerous 3D stress analyses that confirmed the 
variation of maximum tooth root stress in relation to both, tooth 
face width and tooth fillet, depending upon actual value of tooth 
face width. 

The attempt made by the standard ISO to modify nominal tooth 
root stress by introducing the rim thickness factor is discussed in 
relation to actual gear structure taken into account by the 3D FEM 
numerical simulation.  

The standard ISO, method B stress calculation procedure 
defines the rim thickness factor YR as the ratio of nominal tooth root 
stress of thin-rimmed and a solid gear. The formula is offered for 
rim thickness factor YR=1,6  ln (2,24 · ht/sR), that is valid for backup 
ratio sR/ht range  0,5<sR/ht<1,2 (sR – rim thickness, mm; ht – tooth 
height, mm). Furthermore, the diagram from which YR can be 
derived for certain backup ratio is available. 

The models of spur gear pair were developed for various gear 
structures. All geometrical parameters of pinion and wheel teeth are 
the same and fixed during the calculation. The models are partial 
consisting angular extension that corresponds to four teeth with 
three teeth modelled above the rim. The pinion is a solid gear and 
the wheel is a solid and thin-rimmed one without and with the web. 
For a solid and the gear with middle web a half of gear pair face 
width were modelled. The face width of gears is 10 b/m (b – face 
width, mm; m – module, mm). 
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Fig. 1 Geometrical model and boundary conditions of gear pair for a solid 
pinion mating with thin-rimmed wheel with offset web 

For the assessment of influence of both, the rim and the web 
thickness on the tooth root stresses, twenty one different models 
have been analysed. According to the standard ISO proposal, the 
gear pairs were established at the outer point of single pair tooth 
contact. The rim thickness is expressed by the backup ratio sR/ht 
(sR/ht = 0,44; 0,67; 0,89; 1,33; 1,78 for solid gear). The adopted 
values overcome the range proposed by the standard ISO, method 
B, as mentioned before. The web thickness bS/b (bS – web thickness, 
mm) is chosen bS/b = 0,1; 0,2; 0,3; 04. The web middle line is 
always at the same distance from the tooth edges. 

The imposed boundary conditions for numerical simulations are 
shown in Fig.1. The radial surfaces of models and the web surface 
are fixed. The torque is applied at the pinion internal rim surface 
and the frictionless teeth contact is simulated by a software 
numerical algorithm.  

3. Maximum Tooth Root Stress 
The tooth root stress resulting from numerical simulations is 

normal maximum principal stress σ1 at the surface of tensile side of 
the loaded tooth. The highest values σ1max of maximum principal 
stress are separated regardless of their position related to the tooth 
fillet and tooth face width.  

The obtained stress results have indicated the effect of gear 
body configuration upon maximum tooth root stress and its 
distribution along the face width as well as along the tooth fillet. 

3.1. Location at Tooth Fillet  
       Based upon the separated tooth root stress results pointing to 
the stress behaviour that can’t be detected by the 2D ISO 
calculation approach, the location where maximum tooth root stress 
appears along the tooth fillet have been analysed firstly. The values 
of maximum stresses were chosen regardless of their appearance 
along the tooth face width. 

Under the considered gear geometrical parameters (number of 
teeth, module, pressure angle, contact ratio, profile shift 
coefficients) the location of maximum tooth root stress considerably 
depends on the actual gear structure, unlike for the assumed critical 
tooth root section of the standard ISO, method B calculation 
procedure.  

 

As the rim thickness decreases and the flexibility of teeth 
foundation increases, the location of maximum tooth root stress 
moves towards the gear root, but for the considered gear cases does 
not reach it. 

For the webbed thin-rimmed gears the location of maximum 
tooth root stress differs from the gear without web. It is influenced 
by the combined rim and web thickness, and it depends on the 
position of web along the face width, too. The contribution of web 
to the rim rigidity is obvious and maximum tooth root stress is 
positioned more distantly from the tooth root in relation to the gear 
without web, regardless of web thickness and web position, 
especially for the thinnest rim. 

The comparison of webbed gears shows that more non uniform 
load distribution for offset web in relation to middle one, results 
with more shifted location towards the tooth root which is more 
expressed for the thinnest web. As  the  rim  thickness  approaches  
to  the  lowest value,   the  locations  of  maximum  tooth root stress 
become  constant  and  for  the  thickest  web  the  influence of  web 

 

       

 

 
 
Fig.2 The distribution of tooth root stress 1 for gear with middle web in 
transversal section of tooth face width where maximum stress appears (a), 
and in the plane of tooth edges (b) 
 

          
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 The distribution of tooth root stress 1 for the gear with offset web in 
the plane of tooth edge near the web (a), in transversal section plane that 
corresponds to the web middle (b), and in the plane of tooth edge more 
distant from the web (c) position diminishes.   
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       It can be concluded that locations of maximum tooth root stress 
move towards the tooth root as the rim thickness decreases, which is 
more obvious when the rim is not supported by a web. 

       3.2. Location at Tooth Face Width 
Another important characteristic of thin–rimmed stress 

behaviour that can’t be embraced by 2D approach for the tooth root 
stress calculation and indicates the way the load is distributed, is 
the stress distribution along the tooth face width, regardless of the 
fact that spur gears are the subject of investigation.  

For a solid gear and thin-rimmed gear without web there were 
confirmed the results of previous investigation [17] into the stress 
distribution along the tooth face width corresponding to the adopted 
face width value (Fig. 2, a, b, Fig. 3, a, b, c). Maximum tooth root 
stress appears symmetrically related to the middle of tooth face and 
its locations move from the tooth edges towards the middle as the 
rim thickness decreases. For a gear supported by the web in the 
middle of face width, the rim thickness doesn’t influence the 
locations of maximum tooth root stress and they appear on same 
distance from the middle of tooth. But as the web thickness 
decreases, maximum tooth root locations move towards the tooth 
centre zone.  

     In the case of offset web position, the decreasing of rim 
thickness affects maximum tooth root stress location which is 
shifted towards the  web end that is closer to the tooth edge, 
regardless of web thickness. 

4. Tooth Root Stress Modifying Factors 
In line with the standard ISO, method B and based upon the 

calculated tooth root stresses, the ratios of stress for thin-rimmed 
gear without web σ1maxnw and the stress σ1maxs for a solid gear, and 
for thin-rimmed gear with web σ1maxmw,  σ1maxow (middle web, offset 
web) and a solid gear σ1maxs, were established. These ratios have 
been utilised as the indicators of actual gear structure effect on tooth 
root stress in comparison with a solid gear and they are possible 
modifying factors for nominal tooth root stress. The rim thickness 
factor YR is compared with the mentioned stress ratios. In the case 
of thin-rimmed gear without web, a slight decrease of stress ratio 
occurs firstly when the rim thickness decreases going 

 
   

 
 

Fig. 4 The comparison of rim thickness factor yB and the stress ratio 
σ1maxnw/σ1maxs of thin-rimmed gear without web and a solid gear 

 
 
 

towards the lowest value. For the thinnest rim stress ratio sharply 
increases but it is still about 47% of the rim thickness factor YR at its 
lower limit of sR/ht =0,5 (Fig.4).  
 
 

 

Fig. 5 The comparison of rim thickness factor yB and the stress ratio 
σ1maxmw/σ1maxs of thin-rimmed gear with middle web and a solid gear 

 
    When the rim is supported by the web, the load distribution along 
the tooth face depends on the position of web and rim and web 
thickness, and consequently the tooth root stress magnitude depends 
on, too. In Fig. 5 and 6 the stress ratios belonging to thin-  
 
 

Fig. 6 The comparison of rim thickness factor yB and the stress ratio 
σ1maxow/σ1maxs of thin-rimmed gear with offset web and a solid gear 
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rimmed gear with middle and offset web respectively, are shown 
along with the rim thickness factor YR. The stress ratios i.e. 
maximum tooth root stresses increase as the rim thickness 
decreases, regardless of web thickness, more for middle web case.  

    The contribution of complex teeth foundation to the tooth root 
stress is descending by increasing the web thickness of gear with 
middle and offset web and the thinnest rim (Fig. 5, 6). Then for the 
thickest web and thinnest rim the stress ratio of gear with middle 
web is about 9% lower than one of gear without web. 

     Resulting from more non uniform load distribution along the 
tooth face, the stress ratio value of gear with offset web is never 
lower than for the corresponding gear with middle web (Fig. 6). 
Unlike for the gear with middle web, the difference among the 
stress ratios of gear with offset and without web is mostly expressed 
for the thinnest rim and web, when the stress ratio of gear with 
offset web is about 9% greater. The deviations of calculated stress 
ratios of gear with middle and offset web from the rim thickness 
factor YR are slightly lower than for the gear without web when 
certain combination of rim and web thickness is chosen. 

By comparing the obtained stress ratios of the chosen gear 
structures, the contribution of rim and web thickness to the tooth 
root stress causes by decreasing the rim and web thickness 
maximum stress ratio deviation of about 27% for the gear with 
middle web. Therefore it is necessary to introduce the 
corresponding tooth root stress modifying factors to compensate 
maximum tooth root stress peculiarities arising from actual gear 
structure. 

The tooth root stress ratio results determined on the basis of 
FEM calculations show good agreement with the rim thickness 
factor YR at the upper limit of rim thickness (sR/ht=1,2) for the gear 
without web and middle web, unlike for the gear with offset web 
(Fig. 4, 5). The stress ratios for the gear with middle web are about 
1 except for the thinnest rims, regardless of web thickness (Fig. 5), 
and for gear with offset web the ratios are greater than 1 (Fig. 6), 
regardless of rim and web thickness. 

6. Conclusion 
The investigations into tooth root stress of thin-rimmed gears of 

various structures pointed to the discrepancy between 3D FEM 
results and the standard ISO, method B definition of critical tooth 
root section. The calculated locations of maximum tooth root stress 
are always closer to the loaded tooth root than ones determined by 
the 30°fillet tangent.  

For the webbed gear structures maximum tooth root stress 
location is moved towards the tooth root as the rim and web 
thickness decreases, mostly for thin-rimmed gear with offset web, 
but less than for the gear without web. 

The information of maximum tooth root stress distribution 
along a spur tooth face width has been gathered owing to the 3D 
FEM simulation. In the case of thin-rimmed gear structures without 
and with middle web position, maximum tooth root stress appears 
symmetrically in relation to the middle of tooth face. As the rim 
thickness of gear without web  decreases, the locations of maximum 
tooth root stress move from the tooth edges towards the tooth 
middle. For the gear supported by web in the middle of tooth face, 
the rim thickness doesn’t affects the location of maximum stress, 
unlike the web thickness decreasing that results with stress locations 
movement to the tooth middle. When the web is positioned 
asymmetrically, maximum tooth root stress location is slightly 
moved towards the web end that is closer to the tooth edge, as the 
rim thickness decreases, regardless of the web thickness. 

       The stress ratios i.e. maximum tooth root stresses increase as 
the rim thickness decreases, more for middle web case, regardless 
of web thickness. The contribution of complex teeth foundation to 
the tooth root stress is descending by increasing the web thickness 
of gear with middle and offset web and the thinnest rim. 

     Unlike for the gear with middle web, the difference among the 
stress ratios of gear with offset and without web is not mostly 
expressed for the thinnest rim and thickest web, but for the thinnest 
rim and web.  

It is necessary to introduce the tooth root stress modifying 
factors to compensate maximum tooth root stress peculiarities 
arising from actual gear structure as the decreasing of rim and web 
thickness causes maximum stress ratio deviation of about 27% for 
the gear with middle web.  
    The rim thickness factor proposed by the standard ISO, method 
B, obviously highly overestimates nominal tooth root stress of thin-
rimmed gear regardless of its structure. The upper limit of backup 
range coincides well with the 3D FEM results in the case of gear 
without web and middle web, unlike for the thin-rimmed gear 
supported by offset web at entire backup ratio range.  
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